
STUDIO: AIA Cleveland Chapter project;     September 28, 2012  

Description: A call for interested parties (architects, landscape architects, planners), to form a STUDIO to 

assist and collaborate in developing an exterior design solution. The STUDIO will meet at the offices of 

the AIA at 1001 Huron Road. There will be an introduction and kick-off meeting for this process at 6:00 

PM October 10th. 

Imperial Coalition         

The bodies of 11 women were discovered in the home and on the property at 12205 Imperial Avenue.  

The owner of the home was found guilty of murder in July of 2011. The property reverted to the City of 

Cleveland’s Landbank and the home was demolished in December 2011. It is the goal of the Imperial 

Coalition to provide an exterior space representing hope and sensitive remembrance of the tragedy that 

occurred at this site, avoiding an outcome in which this abandoned site is neglected, and becomes trash 

strewn and a source and sign of community distress. 

Over the past year, working with a consortium of Family and Community members, the Mt. Pleasant 

Ministerial Alliance, Community leaders, Council members and the City of Cleveland a consensus has 

been achieved that an exterior space should be created at the Imperial Avenue site. This space should 

embody the features and values that have been defined as being most meaningful to the Families and 

Community.  

At this time we are requesting the assistance of AIA Cleveland Chapter members, Associates and 

related professional associations, in collaboration, to propose design alternatives envisioning a space 

which embodies the desires of the Family and Community members.  It is our intent to review design 

alternatives with the Imperial Coalition, in conjunction with Family and Community members, in order 

to develop a desired alternative and prepare presentation materials for the purposes of fundraising and 

development of the design into a set of construction documents for implementation. 

GOAL: 

Assist the Families, Community and Imperial Coalition with creating a design and strategizing the 

implementation of an exterior space at the site of the tragedy. The design shall manifest a regard for the 

lives of these women and their families, respect the community and provide an awareness to prevent 

this tragedy from happening again. 

Please contact Kevin Robinette; P 216-246-0246/ E robin.c.kevin@gmail.com with any questions or 

expressions of interest. 
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